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DESCRIPTION
A ON/STANDBY button
B Lid release button
C Air purification filter
D Remote control
E Control panel
F Heating button
F1 Heating mode
G Temperature buttons 
G1 Temperature indicator (C° and F°)
H ECO button
H1 ECO function 
I Airflow direction button
J Oscillation button
K Timer button
K1 Timer function
L Fan speed buttons
L1 Fan speed indicator
M Fan button
M1 Fan mode
N Hours 
O Power indicator light
P Receiver for remote control

   Increase button
   Decrease button

Q Handle
R Air inlet
S Air outlet

OPERATION AND USE
Electrical connection
Before plugging the appliance into the outlet, check that 
the power supply corresponds to the value indicated on the 
rating plate and that the power supply is adequate for the 
load.

Installation 
The appliance can be used on any horizontal stable surface. 
Do not overload the electrical circuit. 
Avoid using the same socket for other appliances. 

 Please note: the appliance can be easily moved 
carrying it by the handle. Before moving it remember to turn 
it off. 

Starting instructions

 Please note: the filter is provided with a protective 
wrapper around it that needs to be removed before first use.

- Before turning on the appliance remove the filter from 
its housing as explained in the filter maintenance 
section.

- Remove the wrapper covering the filter (fig.1).

 
  fig.1

- Replace the filter in its housing as explained in the filter 
maintenance section.

-  Connect the appliance to the power outlet.
-  The appliance emits three beeps and the power 

indicator light (O) also comes on and remains lit while 
power to the appliance is on. The appliance goes into 
STANDBY.

OPERATING MODES
Turn on the appliance
-  Press/touch the ON/STANDBY button (A) to turn on the 

appliance. 
 There are two buttons to select the operating modes of 

the appliance: heating  (F) and fan  (M).
-  To turn off the appliance press/touch button ON/

STANDBY (A). If unit has been in heat mode, expect 
the display to count down for about 10 seconds before 
the unit shuts off. After that, to completely turn off the 
appliance, remove the plug from the socket. 

 Please note: never turn off the appliance by only 
pulling the plug. Press/touch the ON/STANDBY button (A) 
and wait a few minutes before pulling the plug. In this way 
the appliance can perform operating status checks.

Air purification
The product is designed to offer constant air purification 
from allergens and pollutants in heating and fan modes. The 
purification function is NOT working when in the STANDBY 
mode. If air purification is desired regardless of the need for 
heating or cooling, it is advisable to set the product in fan 
mode using ventilation levels 1 through 5.

Heating mode 
- To select this operating mode, press the heating button

 (F) on the remote control. The display shows the 
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symbol  (F1); the temperature can be set by pressing 
the temperature buttons (  or )  (G) on the remote 
control. 

 At first pressing, the display will show the current set-
point for approximately 4-5 seconds along with the
symbol; the temperature can be increased or decreased 
by pressing  button  or  respectively.

- The minimum setting is  10°C and the maximum is  28°C .
- In this mode it is possible to increase or decrease the 

fan speed by pressing the speed button  or  (L) on 
remote control; the minimum fan speed available in 
heating mode is 1, the maximum is 6.

- At first pressing, the display will show the current fan 
speed for approximately 4-5 seconds along with the  
symbol.

 Please note: the appliance will operate for few 
seconds with a reduced airflow to allow the preheating in 
order to guarantee the best comfort.

 Please note: When the set temperature is reached, 
the appliance will automatically stop heating but could 
keep working for a preset time at reduced airflow speed. The 
appliance will restart heating again, at the previous settings, 
as long as needed to maintain the desired set temperature. 

Examples: heating mode

 
 - Press heating button (F), the display shows .

 - Press the temperature button  or  (G) to select 
desired temperature.

- Press the speed button  or  (L) to increase or 
decrease the fan speed.

ECO function 
This function can be activated only with the heating operating 
mode. To activate this function, press the ECO button (H) on 
the remote control, the display shows . The appliance 
will automatically set the power level to guarantee the best 
comfort while reducing the energy consumption. 

Fan mode
In this operating mode only the fan operates so the appliance 
does not heat the room. This is ideal during summer days  
because it moves air in a room, creating a pleasant breeze 
instead of stale air.
- To select this operating mode, press the fan button  

(M) on the remote control, the display shows the symbol 
  (M1). 

- In fan mode 10 speeds are available. It's possible to 
increase or decrease the fan speed by pressing the 
speed button  or  (L) on the remote control. The 
value changes one fan speed at a time.

- At first pressing, the display will show the current fan 
speed.

Examples: fan mode

 - Press fan button  (M) , the display shows the symbol 
.
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- Press the speed button  or  (L) to increase or 
decrease the fan speed. The display will show the fan 
speed you have selected.

TIMER operation
The timer can be used to delay appliance start up or 
shutdown. This avoids wasting electricity by not operating 
the appliance when it is not needed.
This function can be activated from any operating mode.
- DELAYED SWITCH-ON: with the appliance in the 

STANDBY mode position, press the timer button (K)   
on the remote control, the display shows the symbol  
(K1) together with "h" (N). The time can be set pressing 
the timer button repeatedly to select from the following 
choices: 0.5h, 1h, 2h, 4h, 6h, 8h and 12h.

 Once having set the desired time, it will remain in the 
display for 4-5 seconds and then disappear.

 When the programmed time has been reached, the  
appliance automatically turns on with the same settings 
it had during the previous operation. 

 Once the function has been set, if you want to go back to 
operation without the timer, press the timer button (K) 
twice rapidly. The timer symbol   disappears from the 
display.

- DELAYED SHUT-OFF: With the appliance ON, press the 
timer button (K)   on the remote control. The display 
shows the symbol  (K1) together with "h" (N). The 
time can be set pressing the timer button repeatedly 
to select from the following choices: 0.5h, 1h, 2h, 4h, 
6h, 8h and 12h. Once having set the desired time, it 
will automatically disappear after 4-5 seconds. When 
the programmed time has been reached, the appliance 
shuts off automatically. 

 Once the function has been set, if you want to go back to 
operation without the timer, press the timer button (K) 
twice rapidly. The timer symbol  disappears from the 
display.

 Please note: while the timer is active, the operating 
settings of the unit can still be modified.

 Please note:  while this funtion is active, if the timer 
button is pressed one time, the remaining time will be shown 
on the display.

 Please note: if a power failure or power interruption 
occurs, the timer function is reset and the appliance 
automatically goes to STANDBY. 

 Please note: if the ON/STANDBY button is pressed 
while the timer function is active, the unit changes its status 
(for example it goes to ON from STANDBY or vice versa) and 
timer function will be deactivated.

Examples: timer function

- In heating mode press timer button till 6h appears 
on display, press again to the desired value of 8h. The 
selected time will disappear after 4-5 seconds if timer 
button is not pushed again.

Oscillation button
If you want the appliance to distribute the airflow over a 
larger area, press the oscillation button (J) on remote control. 
The appliance will then oscillate right and left. 
To stop the oscillation in the desired position, just press 
oscillation button (J) again.

 Please note: never try to rotate the appliance 
manually as you may damage the unit.
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 Please note: when changing the settings, the 
oscillation temporarily stops for approximately 10-15 
seconds before resuming.

Airflow
The airflow moves around the surface of the appliance 
spreading uniformly throughout the room, ensuring a perfect 
comfort level.

 Important! NEVER put your hands or any foreign 
objects  e.g. a knife or foil, into the air outlet (S).

Airflow direction
This function allows to orientate the airflow in the best way.
There are two positions, "H" and "L" (high and low direction). 
Once the button airflow direction (I) is pressed, the buzzer 
emits a sound and the display shows "H" or "L"  for a few 
seconds. 
Examples of the display of airflow direction:

Changing the temperature scale
To change the temperature scale, press the temperature 
button (G ) and speed button (L ) on the remote at the 
same time. An acoustic signal will sound and the display will 
show for 3 seconds "F" (Fahrenheit) or"C" (Celsius) with the 
symbol . 

No beep function
This function allows to activate or deactivate the buzzer 
placed on the control panel. 
Press together airflow direction button (I) and oscillation 
button (J). The display shows the text "nb" for a few seconds, 
then the normal display reappears. This function is available 
in any operating mode, including standby.

Examples: no beep function

 Please note: the buzzer shall generate the sounds 
related to the commands "STANDBY" and "ON" regardless of 
No Beep function.

Brightness of the display
The appliance allows two different brightness settings for the 
display. The highest is active when any key button is pressed.
After a few seconds of keyboard inactivity, the brightness will 
decrease to the operating brightness level. 
To change the operating brightness level, press the ECO 
button (H) and timer button (K) together. Three brightness 
levels are available. 
The display shows: "L1", "L2", "L3" for 4-5 seconds, and within 
this time it is possible to increase or decrease the brightness 
level using the speed buttons (L),  or  respectively. After 
4-5 seconds, the last level of brightness selected will be 
shown on the display and then disappear automatically.
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Examples: brightness of the display:

Remote control: inserting or replacing the batteries
- The remote control 

is provided with 
a 3V lithium flat 
button battery type 
CR2032. To activate 
the remote control, 
remove the battery 
cover strip by pulling 
to remove it.

- To replace the 
battery, remove the cover by rotating the screw 
counterclockwise with a screwdriver like those you 
would use to fix eyeglasses. Replace the battery paying 
attention to the correct polarity as shown in figure 
above.

- Replace the cover rotating the screw clockwise.
- Old batteries must be removed and disposed off in 

accordance with current legislation as they are harmful 
to the environment.

WARNING: DO NOT DISPOSE OF BATTERIES IN FIRE. 
BATTERIES MAY EXPLODE OR LEAK.

Operating from the control panel
To use the unit the remote control is needed. If the remote 
control is not available, it's possibile to switch the operating 
mode between fan and heating by using the ON/STANDBY 
button (A) on the control panel. While the unit is in STANDBY 
MODE, press the ON/STANDBY button for approximately 10 
seconds. The appliance comes on with the opposite function 
set before it was shut off. A pre-defined temperature will be 
set in case of heating and a pre-defined speed in fan mode.

MAINTENANCE
General product maintenance
Before carrying out any maintenance, always unplug from 
the wall socket.

 Please note: during the season when the appliance is 
in use, clean the air intake and outlet grilles regularly using a 
vacuum cleaner.

 Please note: never use abrasive powders or solvents 
to clean the appliance. 
Use only a soft damp cloth instead.

Air purification filter maintenance
It is good practice to clean the filter at regular intervals to 
remove accumulation of dust on the surface of the filter.
To clean the filter, it is necessary to remove it from its housing 
as explained below:
-  Open the lid by pushing the lid release button (B). 
- Rotate the filter cover counter clockwise until the 

pointer on the cover matches the symbol  (fig.2).

    fig. 2
- Remove the filter .
- Use a vacuum cleaner to remove the dust collected.
- Then put the filter back in its housing by rotating the 

cover clockwise until  the pointer on the cover matches 
the symbol  (fig.3). 

 Please note: never close lid forcibly as you may 
damage the unit. Instead, check to make sure filter is set 
properly.

    fig. 3

The unit is automatically programmed to remind you to 
change the filter.
After a pre-defined number of working hours the unit will 
display CF message cyclically, indicating that the filter must 
be replaced. Always use original De’Longhi replacement filter.
To reset the CF alarm, in rapid succession insert the plug and 
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touch and hold  the ON/STANDBY (A) button on the unit for at 
least 10 seconds until you hear a long beep.
The filter is designed to last up to 9 months, based on 8 hours 
usage a day, at medium working load.  

 Please note: the "Cf" indicator is a guide and you may 
need to replace the filter more frequently if, after a visual 
check, it  appears dark.

PROBLEM CAUSE SOLUTION

The  display shows "pf" and emits 
a beep

Temperature sensors are not working 
properly

Please contact Customer Service 

Product doesn’t turn on Check that the plug is connected to the 
outlet 

The set temperature has been reached 
or the time set on the timer has elapsed

Plug in

Use the “+” button to increase the set 
temperature

The appliance goes off unexpectedly Check that the plug is connected to the 
outlet

The set temperature has been reached 
or the time set on the timer has elapsed 

Plug in

Use the “+” button to increase the set 
temperature or turn off timer function.

A dot is flashing on display, emits a 
beep and unit is off 

The tip-over switch has been activated Make sure the appliance is standing up-
right on a flat surface. If the appliance 
doesn’t work please contact Customer 
Service 

TROUBLESHOOTING
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The  display shows "cf" The filter has reached the pre-defined 
number of hours

Replace the filter and reset the alarm. 
To reset the CF alarm, in rapid 
succession insert the plug and touch 
and hold  the ON/STANDBY (A) button 
on the unit for at least 10 seconds until 
you hear a long beep.

The  display shows "Ht" or "It" blinking

    

The internal temperature is too high. 
The air intake or air outlet is obstructed

Check the appliance is correctly 
positioned respecting the minimum 
distances from the wall, or objects, as 
indicated in the instruction manual, if 
not, position the appliance correctly

Remove the obstruction 

Disconnect the plug from the outlet 
and let the appliance cool down. After 
few minutes plug the appliance again. 
If the appliance doesn't work please 
contact Customer Service

The  display shows "Fi" The fan motor does not work Disconnect the plug from the outlet. 
After few minutes plug the appliance 
again. If the problem persists please 
contact Customer Service


